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1. Introduction 

Liquid atomization is widely used in engineering applications such as engine combustion, spray coating, pharmaceutical 

production etc. Surface tension plays a significant role in the development of liquid/gas interface instability and droplet 

pinch-off. In order to observe and measure detailed dynamics, a liquid jet is issued from a nozzle. In the conventional 

notion, the jet will disintegrate due to noise fluctuations in the jet which are due to some unidentified external sources in 

the upstream region. However, in our proposal, the trigger for disintegration is intrinsically generated spontaneously from 

inside the jet. Here, the jet tip contraction due to surface tension generates capillary waves which travel upstream, and a 

destabilizing mechanism due to reflection by the liquid velocity profile leads to final pinch-off. Experimentally on the 

ground, the gravity adds unnecessary acceleration to the jet and alters the dynamics. Therefore, the microgravity 

environment on the ISS is ideal in observing pure effects of capillary waves induced by surface tension. 

Here, ISS experimental results in the Atomization Project are reported following the reference1). The experiments were 

conducted to validate our proposal that a real finite-length liquid jet can spontaneously disintegrate due to its intrinsic 

self-destabilizing mechanism induced by capillary waves. Thanks to long experimental time unaffected by the gravity on 

the ISS, dynamic evolution of capillary waves and subsequent atomization was observed in detail. The findings in the 

experiments are used in modeling atomization, which will contribute to improving efficiency and cleanness in engine 

combustion. 

 

2. Experimental Setup  
Figure 1 shows the schematic of the experimental setup on the ISS1). A slow water jet is issued from a nozzle controlled 

by the piston motion. A high-speed camera captures the detailed interface dynamics with the back light from an LED light 

sheet. The piston syringe is changeable and the nozzle shape can be varied accordingly. In this experiment, an orifice shape 

(no nozzle length) is also used.  

  Hereafter, the jet speed is normalized by the tip contraction velocity 𝑉𝑉 = �𝜎𝜎 𝜌𝜌𝜌𝜌⁄   where σ is the surface tension 

coefficient, ρ is the water density and a is the injector (nozzle or orifice) radius. The injector radius used here is a=0.4, 0.55, 

0.8 and 1.0mm and the nozzle length is 30mm and 120mm, and for the orifice it is 0 mm. The jet speed is varied during the 

experiment in several patterns1).  
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Fig. 1 Schematic of the experimental apparatus1) 

 

3. Results and Discussion 
  Figure 2 shows a typical sequence of images obtained in the present experiments. Water is injected from the left side and 

disintegrates into droplets after some time. The local maximum points of the surface shape are extracted from these images 

and used for analysis. The red lines in the figure indicate the local maximum and the green lines indicate the jet front 

position. 

 
Fig. 2 Typical experimental images1) 

 

  Figure 3 shows the time sequence of the maximum points for several jet issue speeds (U/V=1.60, 1.84, 2.00, 3.15 and 4.33). 

The nozzle radius is a=0.4mm and nozzle length is 120mm. The red line indicates the tip position. The nozzle jet region 

with the inclined profiles of maximum points has the same structure as that of the orifice jet. Inside the nozzle, the velocity 

profile becomes parabolic due to the wall friction. After injected into the free space, the velocity profile relaxes to a flat 

plug flow profile, similarly to that of an orifice flow. Therefore, the upstream region in the nozzle jet plays the same role 

as the orifice reflection. At the same time, hysteresis behavior in 1<U/V<2 is observed when the issue speed is increased 

and decreased (not shown here), which indicates that the jet disintegration is affected by the past history, not by the one-

way mechanism of conventional notion. The short-length breakup mode occurs in the velocity relaxation region when the 

speed is increased, before the long-length breakup mode occurs. The velocity dependence of the nozzle jets is similar to 

that of orifice jets. Under the slow jet speed conditions, liquid accumulation at the jet tip due to tip contraction primarily 

causes disintegration. Tip contraction generates capillary waves which travel upstream and reflect at the nozzle exit. The 

reflected waves determine the timing of jet disintegration. 
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Fig. 3 Temporal behavior of maximum points for orifice and a=0.4mm l=120mm nozzle1) 

 

 
Fig. 4 Temporal behavior of maximum points for a=0.4mm l=120mm nozzle at constant U/V=1.61 1) 
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  In the hysteresis behavior, transition to the long-length breakup mode occurs. Next, this behavior is shown with the case 

of a=0.4mm l=120mm nozzle with U/V=1.61. The velocity is set constant to realize steady jet disintegration. In this long-length 

breakup mode, unstable wave generation is due to elongation of tip capillary waves after reflection. Long waves make the 

surface deformation longer and the surface tension in the generation line direction weaker, which leads to breakup.  

  Figure 4 shows the transition from the initial short-length breakup mode to the long-length breakup mode. Since the 

issue speed is kept constant, initially the short-length breakup mode appears after the free jet formation period. Here, 

synchronization of disintegration and capillary wave behavior is attained and the same behavior as the one in Fig. 3 occurs. 

If some mismatching due to the past disintegration history occurs, there will be a chance for reflected unstable waves to 

be longer. In Fig.4, the step-like increase in the breakup length is observed, as shown by the black solid line. Accordingly, 

in the upstream region, non-wave-like maximum point trajectories can be found, as shown by the black dashed line. This 

situation is due to a region, which we call “S-location”, where the surface velocity relaxation makes the velocity profile flat 

and elongated unstable waves are generated on the surface. These waves travel downstream and finally lead to breakup. 

As a result, this velocity relaxation region acts as an orifice, and the breakup length is the sum of velocity relaxation region 

and orifice jet breakup length.  

 

4. Conclusions 
  Thanks to long experimental time under the microgravity environment on the ISS, detailed behavior of jet disintegration 

has been well observed. It has been found that jet disintegration is spontaneously caused by tip capillary wave generation 

due to surface tension. The short-length breakup mode occurs within the velocity relaxation region of a nozzle flow. 

Therefore, the jet speed dependence is similar for both nozzle and orifice jets. At a small speed, liquid accumulation by tip 

contraction leads to disintegration with the timing determined by tip capillary wave reflection back from the nozzle. 

Transition to the long-length breakup mode is also discussed. The velocity relaxation region plays an important role in 

producing elongated reflected waves. The elongated waves finally lead to disintegration in the downstream. The present 

experiments have confirmed the concept of jet disintegration caused by tip capillary wave generation, which is self-

induced and spontaneous in every finite-length liquid jet. 
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